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1, Introduction

Properties of solvated electrons at high dilution in

four molten alkali halides are investigated theoretically, /\

selfconsistent evaluation of the bound ground state of the

electron and of the. surrounding liauid structure, already devel-

oped in a previous paper, is compared viith the results of liil.P.

hyperfine shifts and magnetic susceptibility measurements. The

absorption bands associated with Pranck-Condon ls-*2p pud

ts-*3p •transitions are calculated and compared with the avail-

able data of optical absorption, with special emphasis on t'-r:

detailed analysis by Yuh and Naehtrieb for molten CsCl. in

instability of the excited states against ionic relaxation

and the origin of a finite lifetime for the ground rotate are

also discussed. Finally, the perturbation induced by the solvatel

electron in the fundamental absorption nf the molten salt in

estimated.
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Solutiona of molten alkali halidec find, alkali metals have

recently received increasing experimental attention. Near the

salt-rich end of the phase diagram, in particular, attention

hns focupsed an the properties of excess electrons in the molten

r--.lt ana on their evolution with increasing concentration towards

'-'.-. K no£i~etal-to-metp.l transition.

It has been known for a long time from optical absorption

yfrudifin"* that the excess electrons at high dilution become

localized in traps inside the liauid structure. Localization is

beliwid -o involve solvation of the electron by alkali ions

in -sne molten salt, the nearest analogue in the solid state

'.;.?ing~ the formation of 3? centres by trapping of electrons into

ariioii vacancies in additively coloured or irradiated alkali

.""lide crystals. One must, of course, be very careful to avoid

iiscu,:':::±ng molten salt structure in terms of point defects.
T:£owevt;r, one may visualize favourable fluctuations of the Madelung

potential and cooperative rearrangements of the mobile ions
::.a ler"iin;.; to electron trapping in the linuid.

The recent experimental work has provided further support

.:: thi;:; picture and added considerable detf.il to it. Special

vefsrence should he made to the optical abscrr'tion studies of

Yuh rr.il w'achtrieb on liquid CsCl at various concentrations of

excesr, 'lectrons in a high dilution range, the electrons being

introduced both by electrolytic injection and by addition of

•::esiu/n metal or of alkaline earth metals. Altough our present

concern is exclusively with the high dilution limit, we should

note here that interesting observations, indicative of aggregation

phenomena between solvated electrons, have also been reported '

v.ilh increasing concentration. Further relevant evidence has

been provided by NMR studies and by ESH and magnetic susceptibility

"t-LiiUos
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In a previous paper, hereafter referred to as I, v;e iv3ve

treated the solvation process at high dilution in •••• node.

p,chom"ti?inp an excess electron -n.s bound to ••. b:.:v;J.- inn de

linuid of charged hard spheres. This model, though. crj.d-5, .-Hows

a selfconsistent determination of the electronic ground icnte

and of the surrounding liquid structure, selfconsistency bei?v:

of crucial importance in allovdnfl the electron to dig i t ; o'.'.n

trap in a favourable local arrangement of alkali and halogen ions.

A bound state was found in molten KOI by treating: the el :ctron-

ion interactions in a. polarizable-point-ion r.nriroxiriifitiojL.

Contact with optical ^bnorption data could then be evtn'b'. ir?hsd

by treating the transition to the 2n excited st?te *.a -• 'rr-nc'T—

Condon process and by allowing for linuid-state fluctw.pt: oils

in the ground t t e .

The main aim of tho present Taper is to confront i;ln r>~me

basic model with the newly avp.il;ible experimental TGIJ-. Lt; . !,Ve

begin in section 2 by giving s. criticue of th« :'iodel, wh: ch

suggests an empirical modification aimed at v,re;i.kem..i[l" :h> -ol-

of Coulombic interactions and loosenin;- the local struct; re .

Section 3 reports the results for various 'oroperticG of rj/ ;ciro/i"

states in the equilibrium potential well, contact with e: ped-

iment-al data being made for ground state properties. "?he np.in

test, of the raoclel i s s t i l l the calculation of cities"1 =">,to: onrtion

by the solvated electron in section 4, \7hich i s , ho"-v :.r, extcnil.-:f!

to (a) systems other than KC1 and (b) tr".nriitior-:; to ;iifil er

excited s tates . Ionic relaxation in the evcited ^iv-les -1 ;-

lifetime of the bound state are discussed in section 5. Ve tun-:

then in section 6 to a calculation of thf "lodifictiors ind-o.ce^

by a solvateci electron in the fanrt'.-"ientp\ v.bsoi-ilion of : •'.'• io> '.er;

sal t , in connection with a near-ultraviolet 9.t>sortition IOF nd
••' 4

observed by Yuh and Nachtrieb in electrol:/tic~,lly iiijecier'

samples. Finally, some concluding; ramarlcs "re îv-^n in sfctior. 7 .

lie'.'.?S±Ption ^i\:.i c n t i r a e of the r.ocjel for the Golvn.trcl__electron

'Ye- consider, ris in I , a h^.rd bi.ihisle of diameter « in >̂. l i ru i : '

u'.-i • ;• ; ' d '.v-.rv ^ ( )

ris in I , a h^.rd bi.i

uUvres of di.-v.cters

isle of diameter «

^ ^ ^(cr + cr ) , <r
^ + ~ +

hein-r ionic r!i".meters determined frc:n the coiapreasibility of the

'•Lire -olten salt. Let p (r) be the probability of finding the

•••.inctr-.-jn vlthin distance r from the centre of the bubble, i.e.
r

pl3(r) = (2.1)

where
X S

(r) is the ground-state wave function, A charge -ep (H)
'IS

(
IS

being the
is thsn attributed to the bubble, with H = y(c r+

riiet^uice of closest approach of the ions to the centre of the

•bubble. A. distribution of values of <*, around a value cfQ to be

determined by minimizing the free energy, i s envisaged to account

tor lin-.:irl_state suherosyunetric fluctuations with nTobnbil i tv

rln-i-'-Jirnincd by the corresponding increase of free energy,

ri-he potential V(r) felt by the electron, for given R and

.9, ( r ) , was evLiluated in I from the above model by adopting -

polari;'p.bie-point-ion 'approximation for the electron-ion inter-

otionn and the fie-n spherical approximntion (MSA) for the

t'jr^ of p. chrir^ed-hard-spheres linuid. The result i s

?) =

( r < a )

^ a | (r>H) (2.2b)

r.it re, i if- a knovm parameter representing the coupling strength

-Li: i".he pure molten sal t , with number density p and high-f reau ency

' ieleetric constant

•".me

g (r) and g (r) are the pair distribution
+ c —c

to::.; bPtvveen !;he centre of the bubble with unit charge and

the two ionic species, given by simple analytic expressions in

the BSA. Selfconsistency is achieved through the dependence of

V(r) on p.( (r)j this latter function being itself to be determined

-3-



by solving the Schroedinger equation with given V(r). A factor

p. (R) has "been made explicit in the potential (2.2b), showing

that the calculation will self consistently allow the disappear-

ance of the long-range Coulomb attraction of the electron to the

•bubble as the electron becomes delocalized.

As shown in I, the above approach overestimates somewhat the

peak frequency of the la-*2p absorption band in KG1 and underestim-

ates greatly the band width, the latter arising in. the theory

from the fluctuations in the cavity radius. This suggests an

overestimate of the depth of the potential well in eqn (2.2a)

and of the local rigidity of the system. Likely causes for this

are the neglect of non-Goulombic interactions between the electron

and the ionic cores and the schematization of the electronic

bubble through a hard-sphere boundary condition on ionic fluctua-

tions, these deficiencies concerning mainly bhe first-neighbour

shell of alkali ions.

In order to remedy these defects in a still viable self-

consistent calculation, we have empirically added to eqn (2,2a)

a constant repulsive potential inside the cavity. We thus write

V(r) as

V(r) ̂  V . (r) + V
px rep

(2.3)

where J(R-r) is the Heaviside step function and V is a para—

meter to be determined from experimental data on the solvated

electron. We anticipate from the foregoing discussion a strong

dependence of this parameter on the alkali ion and insensitivity

to the negative ion.

As will be discussed more fully in section 4 below, we

estimate from the optical absorption data V s^O.7 eV for KC1,

rising to V1 »1.1 eV for GsGl through a dependence on the
rep , • •

alkali ion roughly of the type V =* cr -. We do not have an

independent test of these magnitudes, although they do not seen

unreasonable in the light of all the following calculations.

3. Equilibrium ground state and energy levels

We have solved selfconsistently the Schroedinger equation

for the ground state of the electron in the potential (2,3) for

a range of values of R. Table 1 presents the input parameters of

the calculation for four molten alkali halides (MaCl, KC1, KBr

and CsCl) and the values of R which correspond to the miniTnum

of the free energy in these systems. The free energy was evaluated

as a function of R by the approach presented in I, namely by

using the MSA expression for a liquid of charged hard spheres

supplemented by a core-polarization term and by the energy S, (R)
-L S

of the electronic ground state. The equilibrium values of the

depth of the potential well are also reported in Table 1.

Table 2 presents results for the ground state in the equil-

ibrium potential well and for the 2p and 3p excited states in

the same potential well. These properties are the probabilities

p(H0) of finding the electron within the cavity radius in the

various states, the energy levels E(R0) and the mean square
2

distances <-r > of the electron from the centre of the cavity,

For the ground state we also give in the last two rows of Table 2

the v.-luea of ]4> (r}| at the peak of the first neighbour (c-vfcion)

and of the second neighbour (anion) distributions.

It is clear from Table 2 that the Is state is rather strongly

localized inside the well, whereas the 2p state is appreciably

spread out and the 3p state is almost completely delocalized. In

this sense, the inclusion of a repulsive term of the presently

assumed magnitude is not changing the nualitative conclusions

presenter! in I for the Is nnd 2p states, but is only affecting

the nuantitative details. Oil the other hand, if p, (H) '.'.'ere to
-L S

decrease to <* value of order 0.6} the bound ntcte would then tend

to dissolve in the course of tho r;\:bser*uent steps to • ~ el if consist-

ency. This '-as found to hap '••on, for values of V somev/ivt larger
rep

than 1 eV, under largo fluctuations of R '"v.-s-.y fro;.; thv; on !;i:.ial

- 6 -



value Ro. A more likely cause for finite lifetime of the bound

3tate will be discussed in section 5.

u n o •••!••;.•!;.•: i " I V ' n l e 2 c a n

v i t ln f>:p<-r:i i \nni> J d' t a . M r s t o i " 1 1 , '"'e
2

r > n

The calculated \>rn -rrtier; o:i thn

be brought into cont-.ci

can evaluate from the v.Aue of <r"">.,_ the diaHip/metic ocntribution

to the excess magnetic susceptibility ^ of dilute metal-molten

salt solutions. Assuming that the paraniagnetic contribution is

given by a classical Curie expression, i t turns out that the

diamagnetic contribution i s only of the order of 10-2 0'/-. The total

excess susceptibility is estimated in this way to be y^2 •> 50x10

emu/mol at 1100°C for all the systems in Trble 2, this i;alue being
7

consistent vrith the available experimental evidence.

Contact can also be made v&th HI1R experiments on rrolten

CsCl, which through raeacureaents of hyperfino shifts ba^e yielded

values for the electron density on v. cesium nucleus and on a

chlorine nucleus in this system at small concentration cf added

metal. One needs for this purpose to know the detailed r rvture of

•the true wave function of the solvated electron inside -the ionic
11

cores, and in work on the crystal it v:as nhovm' that ttis function

can be constructed by orthoronp.li7.inE the smooth wave £: notion

T, (r) to the core orbitals. This involves, in practice, thf;

multiplication of \¥ { + )\2 and \^ (-)l' by factors determined

by the atomic number of the speciesi Assuming the snmo factors

for the solvated electron in the liruid, we find for th< contact

electron densities values of order 3 A" for the cerium nucleurj

and 0.04 A"3 for the chlorine nucleus in CsCl. These val UQS -re

of the same magnitude as those extracted from the WIR evidence.

Finally, vrLth regard to the reesaltss for e-oited -t tes in

Table 2, their evaluation in the undeforrned poten^irl a -ironri-j;e

to the is state is clearly r>.imed nt a treatment of onti ::>,1 trans-

itions as Frsmck-Condon procef^es. This va.'.l be r>ror;ent ;d i-> the

next section, discussion of rclp.xn.tion effects beiiu-; -i-0:1 X-^OT

in section 5. The effect of allowing for a relaxation of core

polarization in the 2p state was estimated in I to be small, of

order 0.1 eV in E2 (Ro). This effect is probably larger in the

3p state but hard to estimate with any reliability.

4. Optical absorption by the aolvated electron

The energy of a Franek-Condon transition between the Is and

the 2p state, for a given value of the cavity radius, is given by

I) = Eo (H) - K. (R) , (4.1)

with a similar expression for the ls-*3p transition. These

energies for R = Ro are immediately obtained from the results

in Table 2.

As in I, we assume that liquid-state fluctuations determine

a distribution of values for R around its equilibrium value Ro,

with probability P(H) determined by the free energy increase.

These fluctuations broaden the transition into a band, with

finite width and sHfted peak frequency. The optical absorption

intensity l(<*0 is calculated from

(4.21

M(H) being the square modulus of the transition matrix element

and the function R^) being obtained by numerical inversion of

eqn (4.1). A similar treatment is given for the ls-»3i> band.

The values of the peak frequency u> , the full width AUJ at half

maximum, the sauare matrix element M(R0) and the oscillator strength

f are reported for the two bands in Table 3. The oscillator

strengths were evaluated by integrating over the calculated

absorption bands. The,calculated bands have a somewhat asymmetric

Gaussian-like shape with a high-frenuency t a i l .



We should he re co.nment on t h e choice of ' he paramete r V
ro:r,

The v;-lue V SJ 0.7 eV for KC1 in Table 1 >-ia fixed by re- .-..irJ.::, •

that the calculated co for the ls-»2n transition should fall i

the range 1,3+1.4 eV, in Record with the -vai.'i-ble exno^i-'-.nt-]

data on this system.' A dependence V «• a was then fount1 to
rep +

yield a reasonable variation of u) from salt to s,?lt, The
m

oualitative behaviour of the experimental data is an appreciable

dependence of the absorption peak frequency on the alkali ion for

a r;iven halogen ion and insensitivity to the halogen ion for a

given alkali ion. Specific measured values reported in i;he

l i terature for the absorption peak freruency are 1.61 eV in. rfaCl~
and 1.33 eV, 1.19 eV ond 1.07 eV in KC1, KBr and CsCl,

The calculated band widths are also in reasonable agreement ••dth

the data.

A detailed coiimarison of tho theoretical result;; with exper-
ts,

iment i s worth doing for GsCl, "'here Yuh h.as decomposed the

observed infrared! absorption into two G-aussian bonds, thronin;h ••

careful analysis of the data. He re-ports pea!: frequencies of

1.03 eV and 1.55 eV, suggesting that tho forn.-̂ r correiviond'-- to

the ls-»2p transition and the la t ter to tran-itions to higher

excited states. The corresponding full widths at half mpy±:^im

r.re 0.77 eV and 0.63 ©V. The theoretical result" in Tnble 3 are

±3i re-sono.ble a.greement with this analysis of tho data. Yuh

reports a value of 0.12 for the ratio of the arear of the two

bands, this being an upper lirait because of the aacuffied G^issirn

shape of the ls-*2p bancl at high energies. The calculation yields

a value of 0.03 for the same quantity. Of course, this p

i s extremely sensitive to the details of the ground and

states of the solvated electron,

Yuh has also been able to estimate the extinction coefficient

of the solvated electron through a detailed analyfsis of Ba-rloped

samples of CsCl, on the assumption that each barium atom furnishes

•'z<:;c c?l;.ct.''onrs ':o the Tolution. Pror.i 3eer's lav; he then onti.irtes

• Liivor Limit of 0 338 for the oscillator strength of the ls-»?.p

•-iind. Thi: corr̂ rT-jondin.T value for crystrlline P centres l ies

lv tv-:BRR 0.7 arv- 0.8. The calculated value of 0.9 for this

•"upjn-ji-ly in Table 3 Ru:;gests therefore that the decree of locali-

:i-,i.ion "f the y.v state is s t i l l soraewhat overestimated in our

•.-aloulations. The --\-" supmtion of Frpnck-Gondon transitions may ?lso

a not 'iiitfi correct in thr̂  liquid.

5. Relaxation of excited states and l ifet iae of the bound state

We have already remarked that the bound state disappears

.'iring the approach to selfconsistency if the probability of

finding the electron inside the well becomes of order 0.6. We

:;ay therefore expect, from the values of y, (Ro) and p (RQ) in

' •••;le ?, thp.t the excited states will be unstable against ionic

relaxation. We have checked this point by a selfconsistent calcul-

ation of the 2p state in a potential V2 (r) given by eons (2.2)

'•nd (-.3) with p l e ( r ) replaced by p^ ( r ) . The calculation con-

verges to p̂ , (H) = 0, irrespectively of the value of V .

fiji imrtiediate consequence of an instability of the excited

;lates against ionic relaxation is that the excited electron can

rapidly end in a conduction state, This situation ia qualitatively

•.'iffereiat from that of the excited ¥ centre in the crystal at

J.-.IW temperatures, as established through combined measurements of
14

luminescence and photoconductivity.

The foregoing result seems also relevant in discussing the

j.zBtlnie of T,he bound ground state. Symmetry-distorting fluctua-

tion r>. associated with local diffusive motions of the ions will

: '-.iiu.ee a mixing of a 2p-lifee component into the ground state and

-.pen a. channel for the dissolution of the bound state. This

- 9 -
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motions, i . e . of the order of 10'
36

1 ii'•":(•.ime on khra time locale of ionic HiL":
-12

sec. Lifetimes o:;' thin in

been estimated from measured nuclear relaxation r;->te«,

shoy.Ti to oe consistent with transport measurements of o!oot

mobility in these di lute solutions.

6. Effect of solvated electron on fundamental absorption

In his study of molten CsCl Yuh has also reported .-• n< w

absorption band in the ultraviolet, with an intensity nearl;

equal to that of the infrared band over the high-dilution r*nge

of electron concentration. He suggests tha.t the uv band may be

the liauid-state ane_Logue of the so-called 8 band in alkn.li halide

crystals, commonly ascribed to the perturbation of the exciion.

absorption by the proximity of an F centre. No detailed rati dy

of the fundamental absorption in pure molten CsCl, such as 1 hat

carried out for NaBr by Freyland et_ al , seems to be availab]n in

the l i terature. The position of the unperturbed exciton pea> is

therefore not known to us, but from the data of Yuh i t appears

that the peak of the uv band in electron-injected CsCl may }e

at least 1 eV below the exciton peak energy. This should be

contrasted with the observed 6 band in the crystal, which i: only

about 0.3 eV below the intrinsic exciton.

In an attempt to account for this observation, we have
.16

considered an adaptation of the model of Bassani and Inohaufpe'

to molten salts. These authors evaluated the difference Ai>

between the frequencies of the unperturbed exciton arid of t? e jS

band in the simplest model of the exoiton, viewed as an electron

transfer from a halogen ion to a neighbouring alkali ion. Tt ey

considered for this purpose a process in which, a positive icn

- 1 1 -

'. i. :':"—neighbuv t negative ion are extracted from th:. crystal

.•.••. •••:;iu.--.?rued as -•.•!:jms a f t e r e l e c t r o n t r a n s f e r , t h i s p r o c e s s

oorried out f:; un the neighbourhood of a negative ion in the

; ,.•:•;;r-.x ''-.mpeiturbed exciton) and of an J centre (^ band). This

L;-,;S :o :m ap'-jvoxirrirrte expression for iSrJ as the sum of three

. tr ibutions,

Vi fiv1 z- hi)(free exciton) - hvfperturbed exciton)

(6.1)

mere A'£ sjid A3 ire the differences in Coulombic and polari-
' " " C pol

^+ioii energy between the ionic extraction processes in the two

onf:-orations, axi'l w(r ) i s the overlap repulsive energy of a

:>.-itive .;.nd a negative ion at first-neighbour separation r .

-vr T - 3.3C A. m molten CsGl and evaluating AE from

he l.s rav. function determined in section 3» we estimate

'.•-•-0.16 eV ?nd w(r )=0.07 eV, corresponding to a n_egative

:•£ about -0.2 eV in molten CsCl from these terms. As i s the
,16 we must therefore look to as the•.:-e for thfj CI*ysLal? wt mu îi i n c r e i u i c j-vjun. vu ii-u -i

-•ill, origin of the perturbation of the fundamental absorption due

the ol^.^sd electron,

i?ollowing a^aiii Basaani and Inchauspe, we estimate AE ^ in
lo

.•• •• 11 : •'_•:!. by a Moti -Littleton approximation,

AJL ,- r d i ^ K )e:/(?r ) (6.2)

H,. is f̂ iven by

(6.3)

\,<.-v7c.s of the ionic polarizabil i t ies <tf and of and of the

•/at--I-..:•.'.•ctron pclarizabil i ty oi^, and M_ i s given by a similar

..-csKien v.lth «fl replaced by o( . The quantity g i s a liquid-

irp.RSd geometrical factor involving a three-body distribution

Lofcic- which describes a cation and two neighbouring anions

-12-



which are second neighbours of each other. Replacing the liauid

average by a triplet of ions at the most probable distances in

the liquid <r = 3.38 A and r = 3.85 A in molten CsCl ), we

estimate

/ i \ / t \ 4~ °*7
16

(6.4)

which i s somewhat larger than the value*" g = 0,543 in a NaCl-

type crystal. The polarizability« of the solvated electron

is estimated from the one-level formula

\ / 2 f et c\

ci. = 4azf/4i» \°*o)

where a,, is the Bohr radius, f is the oscillator strength of the

ls-*2p transition and U> is the corresponding peek frequency in

Rydberga. With the values of f and io in Table 3 and the ionic
IP

polarizabilities of Tessman ̂ t al, we estimate AE^ o J^ 1-5 eV.

The conclusion which emerges from this calculation is there-

fore that the perturbation of a solvated electron on the funda-

mental absorption in a molten salt may amount to as much as 1 eV

or more. This large shift arises essentially from the large

value of the polarizability of the solvated electron in the

liauid, mainly associated to the lowering of its own absorption

frequency relative to the crystal at low temperatures.

7. Concluding remarks

We have seen in the foregoing that the results of a self-

consistent treatment of the solvation process of =m excess electron

in molten alkali halides are broadly consistent with the avn.ilR.ble

experimental evidence. It would, of course, be too much to *>sk

for detailed c-uantitaisiVe agreement between theory m d ex

-13-

but the overall agreement seems reasonable.

We should also remark at this point that the absorption peak

frequencies calculated in Table 3 for the ls-*2p transition

satisfy approximately the relation w at (a1 + a )~ , Thus our
ni 4-

ion
ni

previous discussion of optical absorption data for the whole

family of molten alkali halides, which was based or; the use >f

the Mollwo-Ivey relation, is confirmed in its essence by the

present results.

One may be tempted, in conclusion, to speculate on the

aggregation phenomena that have been reported experimentally

with increasing concentration of excess electrons, the most

revealing observations being those of spin pairing and spin
7

delocalization in magnetic susceptibility and ESR measurements

and the related dielectric anomalies' One may perhaps view the

aggregate of two solvated electrons in the molten salt, at the

simplest level of approximation, as a stretched alkali molecule

surrounded by an ionic dipole layer in a continuum. A molecular
20

viewpoint was found useful in early work on the M centre in

the crystal. The melting transition may be a much smaller

disturbance on the spectra of such aggregates of F centres than

it is for the P centre itself. With increasing a^regate size, one
21

wry hope to make contact with the evidence on interfaces between
liouid-metal electrodes and molten salts.
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Table 1. Input parameters and equilibrium values of cavity radius

and well depth*

T(K)

?(1O-2A-3)

O- (A)
~P

C_(A)

r (A- 1 )

V (eV)rep

V(0^R o (eV)

NaOl

1081

1..60

2.34

2 .24

3.04

1..05

0-34

3.10

-it. 60

KC1

1049

1*23

2.19

2.-79

3.-05

0*94

0..70

3.18

-3.98

KBr

1013

1.07

2.34

2.80

3.31

0.89

0.70

3-29

-lj.O2

CsCl

973

0.98

2 ..62

3.32

3.10

0,86

1,10

3-23

-3-61* •

+ The number density ^ is from C.J. Jnnz, 'Molten 5nlt Handbook1

(Academic Press, New York 1967) and the dielectric constant €„

la from a compilation for alkali h-ilide crystals by J.'?, Tess-

mcn et al, ref. 19. The valuer; 01 <5+, cr_ and T nvc from G}

e^ al, ref. 8.
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'; 'ble 2. Properties of aloctronic y.tntes in engilibriv.-. • .cj j.

P l B(H0

P 2 p ( R o

V*«
^ ( H o

VR°
VR»
«r\

«r2>2

«i-2>3

|«f l a( +
lYls(-

)

)

>

)(eV)

)(eV)

)(eV)

)|2(io-5l-3)

NaC']

0.79

0.47

0.02 4

-2.65

-0.96

-0.2 5

2-58

3.-85

14-4

2..?:

8 . 0

KC1

O..75

0.3S

0D030

-2.24

-0.79

-0.24

2.78

4.39

15.1

2 . ?

•1..4

KBr

0.78

0.45

0.025

-2,i2

-0-87

-0.^4

' ° .''!&

4 . U

15.0

1*9

4 .3

Cs

0 .

0 .

0 .

- 1 .

- 0 .

- ( . .

2 .

4,

17 .

IT
^? *

071.

74

96

59

K:

8 .

7 ^

J.

i

Table 3o Oiptioal absorption t;y the solvated electron

W (eV)
m

Aw(eV)

M(R0)(A2

f

] .S,2T

1. 62 2 . 39

0.47 0.44 ! 0.52 0.58

6.55 0.05

0.94 0.011

7.46 0.11

0.94 0.019

0.54

7. GO 0.06 j 7 , : .:

0.94 0.011 j 0 .'-.-I'
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